Altruist

Gifts: Compassion, kindness

Task: Show generosity

Values: Unselfishness, caring, giving, philanthropy

Dislikes: Selfish ambition

Character Trait: Caring for others

Success Is: Being Good

Help Others: Live generously

Fear: Selfishness

Strengths: Generosity, unselfishness

Heroic Journey: How I sacrificed or gave to others
Innocent

Gifts: Faith

Task: Achieve happiness

Values: Faith, optimism, stability

Dislikes: Negativity

Character Trait: Being positive

Success Is: Being happy

Help Others: Trust life or God

Fear: Abandonment

Strengths: Spirituality, creativity

Heroic Journey: How I found happiness or the promised land
Wanderer

*Gifts:* Independence, authenticity

*Task:* Find yourself

*Values:* Self-reliance, independence

*Dislikes:* Being dependent

*Character Trait:* Acting authentically

*Success Is:* Being yourself

*Help Others:* Find themselves

*Fear:* Conformity

*Strengths:* Adventurousness, individual expression

*Heroic Journey:* How I escaped and found my way
Magician

Gifts: Power, Integrity

Task: Transform life

Values: Transformation, consciously creating your life

Dislikes: Being dull or ordinary

Character Trait: Living consciously

Success Is: Transformative

Helps Others: Transform their lives

Fear: Illusions

Strengths: Vision, innovation, charisma

Heroic Journey: How I changed my world
Warrior

Gifts: Courage

Task: Prove your worth

Values: Competition, toughness, justice, achievement

Dislikes: Out-of-control feelings

Character Trait: Doing the right thing; avoiding wrong

Success Is: Being triumphant

Help Others: Prove their worth

Fear: Defeat

Strengths: Achievement, discipline, assertion

Heroic Journey: How I achieved my goals and defeated my enemies
Orphan

Gifts: Resilience

Task: Survive difficulty

Values: Realism, carefulness, survival, loyalty, adaptability

Dislikes: Naïveté

Character Trait: Protecting yourself from being hurt

Success Is: Being safe and secure

Help Others: Survive difficulties

Fear: Punishment

Strengths: Resilience, realism, empathy

Heroic Journey: How I suffered and survived